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Keeping It From Harold

PART A: Answers

(The answers below are not written in complete sentences. They contain the Key Words and Phrases 

or their equivalents that your Answers should include)

1. Ironical theme: A professional boxer is ashamed to reveal his expertise to his schoolboy son, but 

the son turns out to be an avid fan of boxing.

2. His wife and trainer are confident that he will win his next match, he has a very good left  hook, 

he always catches his opponent with his guard down, he has a famous nickname, Young Porky, 

given by admiring fans.

3. Scholarly, delicate, destined to become an intellectual. Not strong enough to tolerate the shame 

of having his father being a boxer.

4. His father was a skillful and committed professional - but ashamed of boxing only when woth 

his son. His mother - practical - boxing helped pay for Harold’s education, but she didn’s want 

his feelings hurt if it could be avoided. She is very angry when her husband refuses to play  his 

last match. 

5. Major Percy Stokes, his brother-in-law, convinced him that Harold would never be able to bear 

the shock if he found out. If he won the match, his picture would be in the newspaper, which 

Harold read everyday. 

6. Physically thin and weak, a coward who hides from Jerry  Fisher. He is a parasite - borrows 

money  from his sister frequently. A hypocrite who looks down on Mr. Bramble even while he 

borrows his money and enjoys his hospitality. Does not even know his own nephew’s real nature.

7. The profession of boxing was looked upon as a kind of vulgar fighting. Hence, a boxer was 

supposed to be a bad-tempered person.

8. Harold is thrilled that his father is Young Porky whom he secretly  admires. He is angry when he 

hears that his father will not fight, because he has bet money on the champion. He looks forward 

to the sensation among his classmates when they discover that his father is a boxing champion 

because they always tease him and call him goggles. His reaction is totally contrary to what his 

family expect.



9. Form means technique or style. By studying form, Harold can understand and compare the 

fighting styles of different boxers and try to predict who will win.

10.Though the author describes father and son as muscles and brains, respectively, Harold shows an 

inborn interest in boxing, follows the sport, and actually  bets money  on the popular champion, 

without knowing that it is his own father. So, he has not totally defied heredity, in showing an 

interest in boxing, even when his family keep it secret from him.


